A comprehensive performance assessment of the empirical-statistical downscaling (ESD) technique named EPISODES is presented. Pertaining evaluation analyses consist of multifarious validation experiments as well as various comparisons of EPISODES' projections with those of three RCMs and two ESD methods based on the same GCM scenarios driven by two distinct representative concentration pathways (RCPs). EPISODES combines the downscaling of GCM simulations with a follow-up production of synthetic local time series. EPISODES is a comparably simple, computationally rather inexpensive technique, providing multi-variable and multi-site data that are suitable for being merged in an ensemble of RCM projections. This allows (e.g. for different RCPs) the compilation of large multi member ensembles derived from various GCM simulations via both main downscaling strategies (ESD and RCMs). Evaluation experiments reveal satisfying degrees of compliance between various results generated by EPISODES and observations. The grid cell bias for yearly values, for instance, is mostly less than 0.1
Introduction
Climate change across the globe is driven by changing forcings (e.g. solar irradiance, chemical compositions of the atmosphere, volcanic outbreaks) and shaped by versatile processes in and in-between the spheres of the Earth system on various spatial-temporal scales.
Ever since it has been proven that humankind substantially affects the Earth's climate (Lockwood et al. 1991; IPCC 2007 IPCC , 2013 ) the necessity of estimating impacts associated with potential future pathways of manhood (described by so-called Representative Concentration Pathways RCPs, see e.g. Moss et al. 2008 ) has been recognized.
Global Climate Models (GCMs, see e.g. Edwards 2010; von Storch 2010; Müller 2010; Edwards 2011; Taylor et al. 2012) , which simulate the evolution of climate states in dependence on given forcings, constitute the main tool to analyze potential changes in the climate system. Numerical resolutions of GCMs are given by their grid-scales (typically 100-200 km horizontally) on which equations describing atmospheric phenomena are delineated. Physically consistent specifications of processes within the climate system, however, require at least 3 times this grid-size in each direction, which is called 'skillful scale' (see e.g. von Storch et al. 1993; Jóhannesson et al. 1995) . Hence, GCMs are capable of picturing climate states on global to continental scale, but not on regional scales. Regional scale information, however, is crucial in order to develop adaptation measures to protect socio-economic structures and ecosystems.
In order to generate consistent information on regional scales for impact studies, policy making and climate consultancy, etc., so-called downscaling strategies have to be 1 3 applied to GCMs' output (see e.g. von Storch et al. 1993 ). There are two main branches of downscaling techniques: (1) empirical-statistical downscaling (ESD, Fowler et al. 2007; von Storch et al. 1993; Benestad et al. 2008) , which relies on transfer-functions derived from observations on the coarse scale of GCMs and regional-scale records as well as (2) dynamical downscaling (DD) making use of Regional Climate Models (RCMs, Rummukainen 2010; Sánchez et al. 2015; Nikulin et al. 2012; Tang et al. 2016; Ozturk et al. 2017; Kotlarski et al. 2014) , which are driven by GCM output at the borders of a limited area (e.g. Europe) and calculate atmospheric processes within this area at a much finer grid. Both techniques ultimately rely on the capability of GCMs to realistically reproduce processes within the climate system.
RCMs are (just as GCMs) based on physical laws and therefore are to be expected to correctly model atmospheric phenomena even under substantially changed conditions of the climate system. DD pictures processes on spatial scales of about one tenth of GCMs' scales. Processes, which RCMs cannot explicitly resolve, have to be parametrized (just as in the case of GCMs). This procedure involves past climate conditions and hence, may not comply with future conditions. Besides, DD requires extensive computational resources in terms of processor performance and storage capabilities.
Over the past 2 decades, much effort has been devoted to the development of RCMs and quite a number of DD projection runs have been derived (Sánchez et al. 2015; Nikulin et al. 2012; Tang et al. 2016; Ozturk et al. 2017; Kotlarski et al. 2014 ). Up to now more than 100 regional scale climate change projections have been generated within the EURO-CORDEX project, the European branch of the CORDEX initiative, which are based on different GCM-RCM combinations and several RCPs (http://www. euro-corde x.net, see e.g. Jacob et al. 2013; Kotlarski et al. 2014) . About half of them exhibit a spatial resolution of 50 km, whilst the rest features a grid distance of 12.5 km (Sánchez et al. 2015; Nikulin et al. 2012; Tang et al. 2016; Ozturk et al. 2017; Kotlarski et al. 2014 ). This list is still extended by several projects like the German project ReKliEs-De (Hübener et al. 2017) . Besides its high computational costs DD shows a lack of performance in complex terrain (e.g. across the Central European Alpine region) in respect of simulating temperature and precipitation distributions over climate periods. This is well known (see e.g. Haslinger et al. 2013; Rummukainen 2010) . Thus, so-called statistical 'bias correction/bias adjustment' schemes (e.g. Flato et al. 2013; Nikulin et al. 2015; Maraun et al. 2017b ) are applied to adjust DD results to observed temperature and precipitation distributions, for instance. Pertaining corrections are retained and subsequently applied to DD projections concerning the future.
ESD establishes transfer-functions between observations on the GCM scale and on regional scales and, by design, reproduces historical records with almost no bias. Since ESD is based on the observed coherence between the scales, they are not necessarily capable to simulate potential future processes outside the range of so far recorded atmospheric events. ESD techniques perform at comparably low computational costs and are therefore suitable to produce large numbers of climate change projections. A classification of ESD methods and a comprehensive literature overview can be found in Maraun et al. (2010) , Gutiérrez et al. (2013a) , Maraun et al. (2015) and Benestad et al. (2008) .
During the last years a ESD specific CORDEX activity has been established (see http://corde x.org/domai ns/corde x-esd/). ESD activities are still in early stages albeit recommendations issued e.g. by the IPCC (2007) highlight the importance of joining DD and ESD projections to establish broad climate change ensembles. Hewitson et al. (2013) define this problem via a four dimensional matrix made up by feasible pathways of mankind, GCMs, ESD and DD projections and point out that this matrix is for no region on Earth sufficiently staffed. Therefore, even though DD and ESD products occasionally yield contradictory results, which possibly confuse practitioners, the extended size of associated ensembles is essential to understand various sources of uncertainties. Hewitson et al. (2013) emphasize the importance of comparing ESD results to those generated by DD in any case, i.e. even if they are in concert.
EPISODES is an ESD technique and hence capable of producing multi-scenario and multi-model ensembles at comparatively low computational costs. As such EPISODES addresses the above-mentioned demand and contributes to replenish the four dimensional matrix (see above), which is designed to assess the range of potential climate changes based on multiple GCM runs and different pathways of manhood (RCPs). Within the present study, we use the RCP scenarios RCP4.5 and RCP8.5; a description can be found in Moss et al. (2010) and van Vuuren et al. (2011) .
One central goal of EPISODES is to supply different impact research areas with suitable regional scale climate change projections. Thereby EPISODES offers advantages over many other ESDs strategies providing single-site and single-variable projections, which means that meteorological variables are neither physically consistent in space nor amongst themselves (see, e.g., Maraun et al. 2017a; Jones et al. 2009; Wilks 2010) . EPISODES projections are consistent in space and are thus actually useable for impact studies depending on geographical meaningful pattern and potentially on sets of variables (i.e. hydrological impact assessments).
EPISODES adopts a two-step approach generating consistent regional scale climate information. The first step is a daily-based, variable-specific downscaling, producing single-site, single-variable data. These data are utilized in the second step for the selection of appropriate records assigned to single days within the past.
EPISODES is capable of generating physically consistent multi-GCM, multi-site and multi-variable ensembles for different pathways of humankind at relatively small computational costs.
This paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 describes the data used in this study. Section 3 characterizes ESD methods employed within EPISODES. Section 4 introduces performance metrics used in this study. In Sect. 5 climate change projections produced by EPISODES are presented and compared to DD results. Finally, Sect. 6 summarizes major results and gives an outlook to future applications and further developments.
Data
This section presents ground based, regional-scale records as well as large-scale, atmospheric reanalysis and GCM data used in this study.
Regional-scale observations and large-scale reanalysis data are needed to establish statistical transfer functions between the scales, which are part of EPISODES.
GCMs' output, driven by different RCPs are entered into EPISODES in order to derive consistent regional-scale scenarios. These scenarios are to be compared to corresponding climate change projections generated via RCMs as well as by other ESD methods.
Near-surface observational data
Regional-scale records of daily mean temperature and precipitation totals applied in this study rest upon gridded observational data compiled by the Deutscher Wetterdienst (DWD) called HYRAS (5 km horizontal resolution; Rauthe et al. 2013; Frick et al. 2014) , which covers Germany and parts of neighboring countries (see Fig. 1 ) from 1951 to 2006.
To enable straight forward comparisons to results generated by other downscaling strategies these data are regridded onto the EURO-CORDEX grid (see Sect. 2.4) via a conservative remapping procedure (CDO operator remapcon; Schulzweida 2017).
Atmospheric reanalysis data
From the range of available reanalysis products (e.g. Saha et al. 2010; Dee et al. 2011; Uppala et al. 2005; Kalnay et al. 1996; ONOGI et al. 2007; Rienecker et al. 2011; Mesinger et al. 2006) , NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data (Kalnay et al. 1996) providing information from 1948 onwards, are selected since they share the largest possible period of time with the regional-scale observations available; here the period from 1951 to 2006 is used.
In this study daily means of geopotential height, temperature and relative humidity at 1000, 850, 700 and 500 hPa, given at a 2.5
• lon-lat grid, are extracted and entered into EPISODES. This applies to reanalysis-as well as to GCMdata (see below).
GCM data
GCM climate change scenarios are taken from CMIP5 (Taylor et al. 2012) , whereby climate projections runs carried out with the German Earth System Model MPI-ESM-LR from the Max-Planck Institute for Meteorology (Hamburg, Germany) and the Canadian Earth System Model CanESM2 from the Canadian Centre for Climate Modelling and Analysis (Victoria, Canada) are used.
Concerning MPI-ESM-LR this selection comprises one historical run from 1951 to 2005 (Giorgetta et al. 2012a) and successive scenario runs (2006-2100) forced by RCP4.5 (Giorgetta et al. 2012b ) and by RCP8.5 (Giorgetta et al. 2012c) .
Considering CanESM2 one historical run (Canadian Centre 2015a) and one successive RCP8.5 • ). RCP8.5 + CanESM2 is chosen since it refers to a strong radiative forcing scenario that is entered into a GCM, which is known to show high transient climate sensitivity ( TCR = 2.4
• C; see table 9.5 in IPCC 2013). Hence, pertaining results are to reveal EPISODES' ability to cascade down substantial changes in atmospheric temperatures to regional scales.
For all runs (historical and scenario, all r1i1p1) atmospheric (variables and pressure levels match the data extracted from the NCEP/NCAR archives as stated in Sect. 2.2) and near-surface data (temperature and precipitation) are downloaded from the ESGF (Cinquini et al. 2014 ).
RCM data to be compared to EPISODES results
Within the EURO-CORDEX project MPI-ESM-LR results were downscaled by several RCMs, e.g. RCA4 (Strandberg et al. 2014 ) by the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute, REMO2009 (http://www.remo-rcm.de) by the Climate Service Center Germany and COSMO4.8-CLM17 (COSMO-CLM) by the CLM-Community (http://www.clmcommu nity.eu/). All groups downscaled one historical, one RCP4.5, and one RCP8.5 run (realisation r1i1p1 for all) to a grid with a resolution of 0.11
• ≈ 12.5 km covering Europe (EURO-CORDEX grid); the observational data of this study (see Sect. 2.1) is remapped to exactly this grid. We use the results from cascade MPI-ESM-LR/SMHI-RCA4 version v1a.
The variables temperature and precipitation from COSMO-CLM and RCA4 are downloaded from the ESGF for the time period 1951 (1971 for RCA4) to 2100. Corresponding REMO data are taken from the results of the German project ReKliEs-De (Hübener et al. 2017 ; http://rekli es.hlnug .de/), a project funded by the Federal Ministry of Education and Research. They are used for comparison with the climate change characteristics of EPISODES results.
ESD data to be compared to EPISODES results
Within ReKliEs-De (Hübener et al. 2017) , GCM results were downscaled with the two ESD methods STARS3 by the Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research and WETTREG (Kreienkamp et al. 2013) by Climate and Environment Consulting Potsdam GmbH. Both groups downscaled historical and RCP8.5 results from the GCMs MPI-ESM-LR and CanESM2. The data are available from ReKliEs-De results for both methods on the EURO-COR-DEX-grid ( 0.11
• ≈ 12.5 km ) for the time period 1951-2100.
The EPISODES method
Aside from pre-and post-processing modules EPISODES consists of two major parts:
1. A day-by-day downscaling technique preserving the phase relationship to large-scale processes prescribed by GCMs or reanalysis products; 2. A module that generates synthetic, regional-scale time series of the considered variables (e.g. daily temperature averages, precipitation totals).
The first part of EPISODES provides day-by-day meteorological information on regional scales (see Sect. 3.2) which are entered into the second part producing synthetic time series via the application of a weather generator (see Sect. 3.3) . This strategy shall allow EPISODES' output to pursue climate evolutions imprinted by RCP driven GCMs. EPISODES' target mesh coincides with the EURO-COR-DEX grid.
Preprocessing
Before the above-described data can be entered into EPI-SODES they have to be suitably adjusted. This is done in several steps combined in a preprocessing-module. Involved steps are characterized within a flow diagram shown in Fig. 2 .
Regridding
Atmospheric (i.e. reanalysis and GCM) data are transferred via a cubic-spline interpolation scheme onto an equidistant grid of a mesh with of 100 km (see Fig. 3a ). This grid is hereafter named 'AtmosGrid'. The grid-points within Germany and in its vicinity are referred to as 'RegMeanPoints' (indicated as red dots in Fig. 3b ).
For each RegMeanPoint pertaining regional mean values are given by arithmetic averages over all observational EURO-CORDEX grid cells located within its 100 km × 100 km area. No height correction is applied.
In this manuscript the term 'grid cell' is used for units of gridded (regional-scale) surface variables and the term 'grid point' for spatially interpolated atmospheric variables (large-scale).
Derived fields
As is customary in physics and numerous natural sciences, quantities like temperature at 850 hPa, for instance, which may be extracted from reanalysis and GCM data (see Sects. 2.2 and 2.3), are referred to as fields. This applies to quantities derived from large-scale atmospheric datasets (e.g. geopotential) too, as indicated in the title above. Two such quantities are defined below. First, the horizontal, South-North difference of the geopotential:
indicates some geopotential point value on AtmosGrid; i and j are indices running from West to East and from South to North, respectively.
The second quantity refers to the geostrophic vorticity ( ) and is determined by:
Since these calculation procedures do not depend on height they apply equally to all pressure levels considered here (1000, 850, 700 and 500 hPa).
Daily climatology and anomaly data
Within several modules EPISODES processes anomalies, which are defined as daily deviations from appendant climatological values. Climatological values (reference period 1971-2000) for each day from January 1st until the end of December values are derived according to Eq. 3. The climatological value of Julian day 366 (leap years) is calculated as the mean of Julian day 365 and Julian day 1.
d denotes the Julian day (1-366), n the year ; m runs through 11-day periods having target day d in its center; x m,n indicates the value at day m in year n.
are given by the deviations of single day values from their associated daily climatology x d (see Eq. 3):
with d as the Julian day (1-366), n as year (all possible years), and x n,d as the daily value at day d and year n. Daily climatology and anomaly data are calculated for all large-scale, atmospheric data and for derived quantities (see Sect. 3.1.2). Concerning regional-scale observations (see Sect. 2.1), daily climatological conditions and corresponding anomalies are calculated for temperature records only. Precipitation totals remain unaffected.
Regional day-by-day downscaling
The regional day-by-day downscaling part is done by combining a selection of analogue days with a follow-up regression (AFREG, abbreviation based on the German wording Analoge Fälle und Regression).
The process of matching suitable analogues to atmospheric patterns generated by GCMs runs, which are driven by a particular RCP, imprints consistent regional weather developments according to this RCP. AFREG is used to provide a regional guiding value for the generation of a local synthetic time series. With AFREG each day in the GCM projection is downscaled for all variables and RegMeanPoints separately. A flow chart of the AFREG procedure is shown in Fig. 4 .
Analogue days (AF)
The main idea of the Analogue Method is to estimate regional scale weather conditions from large-scale atmospheric pattern. The selection of analogue days follows a Perfect Prognosis (PP) approach (see Klein et al. 1959; Gutiérrez et al. 2013a, b; Daoud et al. 2016; San-Martín et al. 2017) . It is a wellestablished and robust statistical technique applied in weather forecasting for a long time already (e.g. Lorenz 1963 Lorenz , 1969 Zorita et al. 1995; Pätzhold and Balzer 1995; Wetterhall et al. 2005; Timbal and McAvaney 2001) . In the analogue concept, each day's large-scale atmospheric condition in the GCM data set is compared with an historical (here reanalysis-based) archive. As reported in Zorita and von Storch (1999) the analogue concept produces the correct level of variability of the local variable. Daoud et al. (2016) provides a comprehensive overview over the methodology of the analogue concept. The approach used here falls into the category that uses target value specific predictors. Following Timbal et al. (2003) and SanMartín et al. (2017) a regionally focused search for analogue days is done. Using the most similar days in the reanalysis archive an assumption of the local weather conditions based on the observed values is performed (see Eq. 6 and the following description).
In EPISODES, the assignment of analogue days is based on two atmospheric fields X 1 and X 2 (referred to as 'selectorfields') for each target predictand. For temperature geopotential height at 500 hPa and its horizontal difference in N-S direction are applied. For precipitation vorticity at 850 hPa and the horizontal difference of geopotential height at 850 hPa in N-S direction are used (see Table 1 ). As shown in Raynaud et al. (2017) a predictand-specific method outperforms a multipredictand method.
Since the analysis includes variables not defined in the same physical units, a normalization is necessary to maintain comparability and allow the linkage of both distances into a total distance (see Eq. 7). Therefore, the selector fields ( X 1 and X 2 ) are a priori normalized by: Fig. 5 an example of the used surrounding grid points ( P 1 … P 12 ) for one specific RegMeanPoint ( P 0 ) is given.
For the assignment of analogue days, the differences D X 1 and D X 2 (for both selector fields, see Table 1 ) between the current day GCM field values and each day of the historical archive is calculated day by day using Eq. 6.
with X i (P n , GCM ) and X i (P n , Reanalysis ) denoting the normalized (Eq. 5) grid values of the two selector fields (see Table 1 ) from the AtmosGrid of the GCM and the Reanalysis, respectively.
The weight ( w n ) for grid points P 5 , P 7 , P 10 , and P 12 (green dots in Fig. 5 ) is one. For all other grid points the weight is three. The total distance D total results from adding the distances of both selector fields with Eq. 7:
Eqs. 6 and 7 are computed for each day and RegMeanPoint separately.
(6)
All days of all years of the historical archive with a Julian day close to the current Julian day ( ± 20 Julian days) are analyzed separately to find analogue days. The distances D total are sorted afterwards. The 35 days with the smallest values of D total are used for the second step, i.e. the regression. The limitations of the use of more than one similar day have been extensively discussed in literature (see Young 1994; Yates et al. 2003; Beersma and Buishand 2003) .
The historical archive contains all days from 1971-01-01 to 2006-12-31 . To avoid problems with the bias between the reanalysis and the GCM data EPISODES uses daily anomalies (see Sect. 3.1.3). Biases in other moments of the distribution are not considered.
Regression (REG)
Based on the selected 35 days a regression analysis is performed between the regional mean value (RegMeanPoint, predictand) of the observation and one large-scale element of the derived reanalysis fields based on the AtmosGrid (predictor, see Table 1 ). Using the 35 P 0 values from the AtmosGrid field and the 35 RegMeanPoint values in the historical archive the parameter of a linear regression are calculated. For precipitation the regression is done differently. In a first step, the number of days with precipitation ( ≥ 0.5 mm) inside the selected group of 35 days is determined. If the number of wet days is less than 35% (< 12 days), the predicted precipitation amount is set to zero. In a second step, only the wet days are used for regression. The precipitation amount is transformed using a fourth root ( 4 √ precipitation ) transformation prior to regression (for details see Howell 1960; Woodley (1970) ; Fu et al. 2010) .
The actual regional day value is calculated using the GCM large-scale predictor value and the linear regression coefficients. For each target variable and for each day in the GCM run a value is calculated for all regional mean points (red dots in Fig. 3b) .
By now, neither inter-variable consistency nor spatial correlation are considered. AFREG step produces only specific single-site and single-variable results. Therefore AFREG alone would not provide an improvement over already existing ESD methods. Within EPISODES AFREG is used to provide data required in the next step-the production of synthetic local time series (see Sect. 3.3) . In that step intervariable consistency and spatial correlation are established.
Production of synthetic local time series
To close the gap between provided regional scale information via the above-described downscaling step (AFREG) and user needs for local information, an additional step that produces synthetic time series on the target grid is introduced. The result is a consistent multi-variable and multi-site data A detailed description of the addends is given in the next subsections.
Daily climatology (C)
This daily climatology (C) is based on observational data. For each observed variable and grid cell a daily climatology is calculated as an average over the reference period 1971-2000. The calculation procedure is described in Sect. 3.1.3. The concept is shown in Fig. 6. 
Mean climate change guidance (G)
The mean climate change guidance (G) is determined based on a low-pass filtering of the AFREG anomaly results. Each low-pass filter value is calculated with the information of ± 15 Julian days out of 11 years (actual year ± 5 years).
With x
′ denoting the anomaly value of the AFREG results with respect to climatology ; m runs through 31-day periods having target day d in its center; n runs through 11-year periods having target year y in its center. The calculation is done for all days from 1956 to 2095. All days before 1956 are set to the constant values of 1956. The equivalent is done for all days after 2095. This climate change guidance is calculated for each RegMeanPoint (see Fig. 3b ). The application of low-pass filtering maintains
inter-variable consistency (provided by GCMs) for the mean climate change guidance (G).
To construct the first component of the synthetic time series the value of the daily climatology is used for each grid cell on the observational grid (see Fig. 1 ). The bi-linearly interpolated mean climate change guidance value is added to the target grid cell value. To complete the synthetic time series the inclusion of the short-term variability component is needed.
Short-term variability (V)
Impact modellers need spatially consistent data that also include regional details. All this information is already implicitly given by the observed data. To translate this into the synthetic time series the variability component is added by the use of observed days. The short-term anomaly values at the RegMeanPoints are compared with equivalent observational values for each day. An equivalent to the analogue days method is applied; however, this time the selection considers all RegMeanPoints and both target variables simultaneously.
AFREG grid point-specific short-term anomaly values are calculated as the difference between daily AFREG anomaly results and the mean climate change guidance (G) defined in the previous subsection (also based on the AFREG results). The short-term variability (V) is calculated for each RegMeanPoint (see Fig. 3b ). In an analogue way, the short-term variability based on the observational data is calculated.
In order to select the most similar day from the observations in terms of the described short-term variability (V), a distance measure accounting for both variables-precipitation and temperature -is calculated. For precipitation a classification is used. Each AFREG and observed total precipitation value is transformed to a class number using the following class borders: ≤ 0.0 , < 0.5 , < 1.0 , < 2.0 , < 4.0 , < 8.0 , < 16.0 , < 24.0 and < 1000.0 mm. Thereupon for each day of the GCM time series a comparison with observed days in the historical archive is done. The comparison is restricted to the ± 20 Julian days of the current date over for all years. In case the precipitation class of each RegMeanPoint is identical (for up to one RegMeanPoint an offset of one class is allowed), the observed day is added to a list of potential candidates used for the calculation of the total distance (see below).
Unfortunately, after the downscaling step (AFREG) the daily distribution of the precipitation classes still differs from the observed distribution. This is due to the imperfect simulation of large-scale characteristics in the GCM and due to imperfect results of the downscaling method AFREG. To solve this problem the frequency of the precipitation classes needs to be changed after AFREG is performed. The 30-year class frequency is compared between observations and each The distance measure for temperature is the sum of the squared distances at all used RegMeanPoints.
V(P n ) denotes the variability component of the AFREG result and of the observational value for each of the N RegMeanPoints P n .
Amongst those days having almost equal precipitation classes the one with the smallest total distance D total is selected.
For each observational grid cell (see Fig. 1 ) the short-term variability value (V) of this selected observed day from the observational archive is added to the afore constructed synthetic time series ( C + T in Eq. 8). The use of one day from the observations at all sites and for all variables ensures intervariable and spatial consistency. This final synthetic time series now includes the climatologic mean, the mean climate change guidance, the day-to-day variability and the regional specifics. The short-term and long-term persistence follows the GCM specifics.
Performance metrics
The performance of EPISODES is evaluated for each grid cell and the complete area of Germany. Maraun et al. (2015) and Kotlarski et al. (2017) present a framework for the evaluation of downscaling approaches. A selected number of indices have been used in this validation. In the following equations n denotes an individual grid cell, N the number of grid cells analyzed (e.g. all grid cells within the area of Germany) and O n and M n ( Ō n and M n ) the daily (temporal mean) observational and climate model data at a particular grid cell n, respectively.
The performance of the climatological mean is evaluated by the bias given as:
Moderate extremes at the upper and lower end (temperature only) were evaluated by the 1st and 99th percentile P x . For temperature the mean difference MD as the difference between model and observations is calculated.
For precipitation the relative difference RD is determined. To calculate the percentiles only days with non-zero precipitation are used.
Furthermore, for precipitation an additional measure is used, i.e. the relative bias in the wet-day frequency. Here, the number of days with at least 1 mm precipitation is counted.
The co-variability between observed and simulated spatial patterns of climatological means is assessed using pattern correlation as defined by the Pearson product-moment coefficient of linear correlation:
with cov and sd representing the spatial covariance and standard deviation, respectively. Based on the two-sample Kolmogorow-Smirnow-Test the d max value is used. The d max n value is the greatest difference between the empirical distribution functions of daily observations F(O n ) and climate model data F(M n ) at a particular grid cell n:
The last performance metric describes the lag auto-correlation (LAG). For temperature the metric is calculated for a lag of 2 and 5 days. For precipitation a lag of 1 and 3 days is evaluated. Here, the relative difference between the model and the observational value is presented. with the model or observational data X (i.e. M n or O n ), day t, lag and variance 2 (X n ) . For calculation we used the NCAR NCL routine esacr (NCAR 2017).
Results and discussions
Within this section the evaluation of EPISODES' performance is carried out. Therefore a number of climatological parameters, which are derived from EPISODES' output for the past, are validated against observations from 1971 to 2000. Corresponding analyses are here called 'validation experiments' and their setups are stated in the rows of Table 2 . Moreover, projections towards the end of this
century (2071-2100) generated by EPISODES are compared to those produced via other downscaling strategies.
Modelling climate conditions (1971-2000) from reanalysis data and historical GCM runs
For brevity, analyses, which are based on GCMs refer generally to CanESM2. Exceptions are validation experiments, which are based on both GCMs, CanESM2 and MPI-ESM-LR (see line 2 and 15 of Table 2 ). Results corresponding to MPI-ESM-LR instead of CanESM2 are to be found in the "Appendix". Whenever EPISODES is driven by GCMs the entire calibration period is used for validation purposes. Apart from two validation experiments, which refer to a single grid cell encasing Potsdam (the so-called 'Potsdam grid cell'; row 3 and 4 of Table 2 ), all other experiments relate to the entire German territory.
(1) At first, EPISODES' ability to model recorded average temperature and precipitation developments from NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data is evaluated (first line in Table 2 Table 2 ) and contrast EPISODES' daily based temperature and precipitation histograms with observed ones (see Fig. 8 ).
Aside from small underestimations of extremes (in the very tails of the recorded distributions), associated histograms exhibit high levels of consistency. These results are encouraging and demonstrate EPISODES' versatile applicability to problems involving probability distributions-as, for instance, changes in damage events, which rely on particular temperature and/or precipitation occurrence frequencies across almost the entire range of underlying distributions (see e.g. Matulla et al. 2017 ). (4) The experiment described in row four of Table 2 arranges the above derived histograms according to Spatial pattern correlation 2 GCMs/EPISODES, 3 RCMs Table 3 months within the seasonal cycle. Given the case that the slight underestimation of the extremes (shown above) is due to minor faults in modelling monthly or seasonal distributions, this analysis is suited to identify affected sections of the year. Concerning temperature (see Fig. 9a ) observed winter and summer values slightly exceed those modelled by EPI-SODES. No single month stands out. In fact, the entire seasonal cycle is rather satisfactorily simulated by EPISODES. As such, the minor deviations that can recognized in Fig. 8a towards minimum and maximum temperatures, accumulate over the winter and summer months, respectively. Figure 9b discloses a somewhat different behavior in case of precipitation. It shows that the slight underestimation of small totals may be addressed to EPISODES' simulation of winter totals (more exact: those of November, December and February), whilst the minor underrating of large sums is caused by the modelling of June's totals, which fall behind recorded ones. Taking into account (1) that these analyses focus on just one grid cell and not on averages over the entire German territory and (2) the well-known fact that downscaling on regional-scale precipitation is generally more complicated than downscaling on temperature (e.g. Matulla 2005; Haslinger et al. 2013) , attained findings are rather encouraging. However, the main finding of the validation experiments, described in row four and five of Table 2 , is EPISODES' capability to closely reproduce observed daily temperature and precipitation probability distributions as well as their seasonal cycles. This feature qualifies EPISODES (1) to address a broad range of problems dealing with probabilities and (2) to realistically picture the seasonal cycle of temperature and (to a somewhat less high degree) that of precipitation totals. The following validation experiments (from row 5 in Table 2 onwards), focus on Germany as a whole and on temperature as well as on precipitation -with the exception of row 6 and row 11 of Table 2 , which refer solely to temperature and precipitation, respectively. As hitherto, findings displayed throughout the text are based on a historical run conducted by CanESM2. Results corresponding to MPI-ESM-LR can be found in the "Appendix" if not stated otherwise. Findings associated with temperature are shown in Fig. 10 while those corresponding to precipitation are depicted in Fig. 11 . In the following each validation experiment needs to be introduced and findings for temperature as well as for precipitation have to be discussed. For the sake of clarity each validation experiment, listed in Table 2 from row 5 onwards, is introduced and only findings corresponding to temperature are discussed. Once this has been achieved, all validation experiments are known and hence associated results for precipitation can be briefly presented afterwards. (5) This experiment evaluates the bias between yearly German temperature means as calculated from observations as well as from synthetic time series, which are generated via EPISODES from a CanESM2 representation of the historical period . Findings are displayed in Fig. 10a and yield a yearly mean bias of less than 0.15 • C. (6) and (7) Row 6 and 7 of Table 2 deal with EPI-SODES' ability to simulate extremes, whereby emphasis is placed on the modelling of the 1st and the 99th percentiles of German's temperature distribution. Figure 10b , reveals overestimations of the 1st percentile across the whole of Germany, which in total result in an area bias of about + 2.0
• C. The 99th percentile, on the other hand, is matched better and instead of overestimations, underestimations are to be detected. However, differences are small and hence an • C (see Fig. 10c ). (8) Line 8 of Table 2 refers to a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov-test through which potential deviations between observations and simulations can be assessed. Based on the test value d max and an = 0.05 the two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov-test identifies EPISODES' results as being indistinguishable from the observations (see Fig. 10d ). (10) Rows 9 and 10 of Table 2 examine the temporal character of observed and modelled temperature auto-correlations. Findings are to be seen in Fig. 10e , f, whereby (e) and (f) depict 2-and 5-day lags, respectively. Values of 2-day lag auto-correlations are slightly underestimated, amounting up to 0.85 instead of 0.90. Associated results of simulated 5-day lag autocorrelations are almost equivalent to those observed. The final line of Table 2 comprises an analysis of the similarity between simulated spatial pattern for temperature and precipitation totals and those derived from records. Results are presented in Table 3 ). Here historical runs of both GCMs, CanESM2 and MPI-ESM-LR are entered into EPISODES and pertaining results are displayed in the first two rows of Table 3 ). Since all validation experiments concerned here are known by now, appendant findings for precipitation totals can be directly presented without extensive background descriptions. (5) The mean yearly bias for precipitation is for most German regions below ± 10% (see Fig. 11a ). (7) Differences between observed and simulated 99th percentiles are for extensive regions across Germany in-between ± 10% (see Fig. 11b , yielding an area average of − 4%). (11) Biases between the amount of simulated and observed wet days are very small. Almost no difference between observations and those modelled via CanESM2's historical run and EPISODES is present (see Fig. 11c ).
(8) The two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov-test, based on the test value d max and = 0.05 , detects no significant difference between simulations and records. Hence, on this level of uncertainty EPSIODES' output is to be considered equivalent to the observations (see Fig. 11d ). (9) and (10) Differences in 1-and 3-day lag auto-correlations between EPISODES' results and observations are within ± 10% (see Fig. 11e, f) . (12) Results concerning correlations between modelled and observed spatial precipitation pattern are almost perfect for EPISODES (see Table 3 ). Overall, EPI-SODES' simulations of historical temperature and precipitation across the entire Germany territory are in high accordance with observations. Except for the 2-day lag auto-correlation, EPISODE's output performs at least as well as those generated by both RCMs investigated in this study. concerning biases, d max and PACO, EPISODES clearly outperforms them (further details can be found in the "Appendix").
Climate scenarios
Upon completion of various validation experiments involving several features of observed and simulated temperature and precipitation time series in the past (1971-2000; see Table 2 ), it seems worthwhile to compare climate change projections generated via EPISODES with those produced by other downscaling strategies. In order to ensure consistency all changes (2071-2100 in reference to shown in this Section are derived from two GCMs (CanESM2 and MPI-ESM-LR) driven with the same two representative Concentration Pathways (RCP4.5, RCP8.5, Quotes). Figure 12 shows projected seasonal and yearly temperature and precipitation changes (2071-2100 compared to 1971-2000) for RCP4.5 in Germany.
Presented values refer directly to MPI-ESM-LR output, averaged from 5
• N to 15
• N, as well as to CCLM, RCA4, REMO2009, WETTREG, STARS3 and EPISODES' projections, derived from MPI-ESM-LR scenarios and averaged over all EURO-CORDEX grid points within Germany.
Associated climate change signals are in rather close agreement amongst the above-mentioned downscaling approaches. They all agree on the general climate change signal in Germany: spring and summer come with largest changes in precipitation totals, reaching up to about + 15% in spring and to approximately − 20% in summer. In case of temperature most warming is found during summer and winter. Both seasons show mean temperature increases of a little less than + 2 • C. On a yearly base temperature increases amount up to somewhat less than + 2 • C and changes in precipitation totals appear negligible. Figure 13 is arranged as Fig. 12 and contains findings for RCP8.5. Apart from significantly larger climate change signals, the most obvious difference to Fig. 13 is the application of more than twice as many approaches (see Table 4 ). This is due to the use of both GCMs-CanESM2 and MPI-ESM-LR as well as to the application of two additional statistical downscaling techniques.
The spread amongst the approaches is significantly larger than in case of RCP4.5. This cannot be solely assigned to the inclusion of CanESM2 and two further ESDs. Even if only results based on MPI-ESM-LR are regarded (as in Fig. 12) , the compliance for RCP8.5 is much less than for RCP4.5.
Temperature changes (1971-2000 to 2071-2100) averaged over all approaches are significantly more pronounced than in case of RCP4.5. This applies to all seasons (see Fig. 13a-d ) and consequently to the entire year (Fig. 13e) .
Pertaining values are about + 3.5
• C (spring), + 5.0
• C (summer), + 4.0
• C (fall), + 4.0 • C (winter) and approximately + 4.0
• C (year). Mean seasonal differences over all approaches for precipitation totals for RCP8.5 are larger too, especially during summer (− 20%, range from no change to − 60%) and winter (+ 20%, range from no change to + 45%). Averaged over the annual cycle (see Fig. 13e ), however, mean changes in totals are mostly negligible again.
Aside from these findings some features amongst the investigated approaches appear noteworthy. The distinct impact of the underlying GCMs on attained results appears to be most prominent. Temperature changes based on MPI-ESM-LR are systematically less pronounced than those derived from CanESM2. Considering the seasonal climate change signal of precipitation this dependence is most obvious summer and winter.
Results produced by statistical and dynamical downscaling techniques based on either CanESM2 or MPI-ESM-LR appear to be consistent amongst each other. However, along the seasonal cycle, there is no systematic arrangement of downscaling methods relative to the GCM based averages visible. The only exception are the results from STARS3, which are usually related to the strongest drying. In this study, climate change signals simulated by CanESM2 tend to differ for dynamical and statistical downscaling approaches. This applies to precipitation changes in spring and winter as well as temperature signals during summer and somewhat less during fall. Related features have been detected in other studies too (e.g. Teichmann et al. 2013; Heinrich et al. 2014; Keuler et al. 2016 ). Compared to both GCM averages EPISODES yields less warming throughout the entire seasonal cycle whereas the other ESD techniques generate more warming in spring and winter and less warming in summer and fall. Dynamically downscaled precipitation sums from CanESM2 tend towards smaller increases than those derived by CanESM2 directly. Such rather ambiguous statements concerning climate change driven precipitation signals are in line with many other studies (e.g. Teichmann et al. 2013; Keuler et al. 2016) .
The analysis of EPISODES' projections based on two GCMs (CanESM2 and MPI-ESM-LR) as well as two Representative Concentration Pathways (RCP4.5 and RCP8.5) showed, together with a thorough comparison of EPISODES' temperature and precipitation climate change signals (2071-2100 in reference to 1971-2000) with several other downscaling strategies, a satisfactory quality of EPISODES.
However, after the rather pleasant completion of seasonal and yearly analyses of EPISODES' projections (see Figs. 12 and 13) a daily based evaluation (comparable to Figs. 9 and 8) appears worthwhile, and is shown in Fig. 14 . Here, however, no validation experiment is conducted. Both distributions relate to the 'Potsdam grid cell' again.
Changes in occurrence frequencies (downscaled from a CanESM2 realization driven by RCP8.5) of precipitation totals are small. However, reductions in light to medium events are visible, just as increasing frequencies of medium to high totals. This is in line with pertaining statements of the IPCC (2013) and various studies published (e.g. Jacob et al. 2013; Keuler et al. 2016 ) and means that (1) yearly precipitation across Germany appear to be left unchanged (2071-2100 in reference to 1971-2100), and (2) yearly precipitation totals are projected to be caused by less events producing light to medium sums while strong to heavy precipitation events tend to increase by the end of this century.
EPISODES' regionalization of day-to-day CanESM2/ RCP8.5 temperature change signal in the vicinity of Potsdam is shown in Fig. 14a . For the historical period they are in very good agreement with the observations (see Fig. 8a and respective discussions above). Therefore displayed changes are trustworthy in case (1) manhood follows closely the RCP8.5 pathway through the 8 decades ahead, and (2) the climate system of the Earth is well represented by CanESM2 and shares its climate sensitivity in particular, and (3) the climate sensitivity of CanESM2/RCP8.5 is well captured.
From the various transformations, necessary to generate the Potsdam probability distribution corresponding to 2071-2100 from the one related to 1971-2000, merely the most pronounced shifts and consequences will be discussed here.
Largest displacements of temperature values can be found in the very tails (i.e. the extremes) of the past Potsdam distribution. These are of about the same order for both tails, amounting up to approximately 7
• C. Hence, very cold daily winter temperatures below approximately − 7
• C will occur extremely seldom (if at all) towards the end of the twentyfirst century.
Daily temperatures from about − 6 to + 5 • C and from approximately + 10 to + 17
• C will occur considerably less frequent.
Temperatures within the ranges: + 5 to + 10 • C and + 20 to + 25
• C on the other hand will be observed more and more frequently towards the end of this century. 
Summary and outlook
This study presents a thorough assessment of the empirical-statistical downscaling (ESD) technique called EPI-SODES. The evaluation experiments, carried out on yearly, seasonal and daily time scales, focused on temperature and precipitation time series across the entire German territory as well as a single grid cell close to Potsdam.
Pertaining analyses are based on (via EPISODES) downscaled reanalysis data and historical runs of two GCMs (MPI-ESM-LR and CanESM2), which together with a thorough comparison to observations and results achieved by other downscaling strategies, result in a rather successful assessment of EPISODES' performance. Extending beyond the above described evaluation analyses, EPISODES' projected climate change signals (2071-2100 in reference to , driven by the aforementioned GCMs related to two Representative Concentration Pathways (RCP4.5 and RCP8.5), are compared to other projections that are generated by (1) three RCMs (CCLM, RCA4 and REMO), (2) two statistical methods (STARS3 and WETTREG), and (3) EPISODES' projections on yearly and seasonal time scales yield results rather close to those derived from CanESM2 and MPI-ESM-LR and are well within the bandwidth of results associated with all other downscaling techniques. This applies equally to all seasons, to the entire year and to both driving Representative Concentration Pathways (RCP4.5 and RCP8.5). As such, projections generated by EPISODES perform as well as those produced by all other strategies investigated in this study.
Comparisons of EPISODES' day-to-day projections concerning (2071-2100, and the 'Potsdam grid cell') with the historical period reveal changes in probability distributions, which are pronounced in case of temperature and minor for precipitation totals.
Changes in the very tails (i.e. the extremes) of the temperature distribution amount up to about + 7
• C, whilst alterations in occurrence frequencies inside its bimodal distribution are less dominant.
Albeit differences between past and future distributions of precipitation totals are small, decreasing occurrence frequencies of light to medium events and increasing frequencies of strong to heavy precipitation events are visible.
These findings with regard to temperature and precipitation are in line with IPCC assessment reports (e.g. IPCC 2013) and studies published (e.g. Jacob et al. 2013; Keuler et al. 2016; Hübener et al. 2017) .
Overall, results confirm that EPISODES is a robust and high performing downscaling technique, which consistently links large-scale processes to regional and local scale phenomena.
Thus, EPISODES can be successfully applied to provide consistent multi-variable and multi-site data sets for the past and ensembles of climate change projections for impact studies and follow-up users for the territory of Germany.
As such EPISODES is suitable to significantly contribute to attaining an urgent goal of central importance: Complementing existing sets of dynamically produced scenarios with empirically generated projections in order to establish ensembles of sufficient sample sizes pertaining to various potential future pathways of mankind (e.g. Hewitson et al. 2013; Landgraf et al. 2015) .
This goal his generally pursued, e.g. by IPCC, several climate research centers, impact research communities and stakeholders from federations of tourism, transport, ecology, economy and industry, etc.
However, even though a particular model yields results, concerning the climate system's future, which are in good agreement with findings of other approaches, its climate change signal still remains a projection.
Hence, it is important not to overrate the accordance of findings generated by various models amongst each other. As stated by Hewitson et al. (2013) and Webber and Donner (2016) , the closeness of simulations, generated by different models ('precision'), is in fact no measure how well real processes are approximated ('accuracy').
This caveat can be directly transferred to the spatial-temporal resolution. EPISODES' and other downscaling models' ability to produce highly resolved output implies by no mean the reduction of uncertainty (Hewitson et al. 2013) .
Regarding the outlook of this work, the perhaps most obvious challenge refers to the generation of sets of regional scale climate change projections derived via EPISODES from various GCMs, forced by different RCPs. The resulting sets of projections need to be merged with those produced by RCMs. In this way the current ensemble-size can be substantially enhanced and pertaining ensembles are characterized by a methodologically sound basis, because they do not The simulation of 'problem specific events' (PSEs) is another goal to be tackled with EPISODES. Europe's transport infrastructure may serve as an example. One prominent PSE refers to certain long-term precipitation episodes, triggering landslides (e.g. Matulla et al. 2017) . The risk of damages initiated by PSEs varies with occurrence frequency that is expected to increase with climate change. Through an optimization procedure (variation of e.g. particularly suited large scale predictor combinations and factoring in appropriate weighting sequences taking account of the evolution of weather states in reference to PSEs, see e.g. Matulla 2005; Matulla et al. 2008 ) that involves the conduct of series of validation experiments, EPISODES can be adjusted to simulate occurrence frequencies of PSEs with high-performance. Subsequent projections are sought-for input for risk assessment strategies.
So far EPISODES has been applied to the rather low level lands of Germany. Hence, one important target is the evaluation of EPISODES' performance over complex terrain and, if necessary, its adaption to structured orography. A very well suited region for the implementation of related comprehensive adaptation-and validation-analyses, are the European Alps, across which extensive and high-quality data sets are on hand. Current results from Horton et al. (2017) provide a solid basis.
Further topics of future research will focus on: (1) Investigating precipitation events induced by small scale convection, which are not explicitly resolved by the GCMs. In Addition the lessons learned from the experiments done by San-Martín et al. (2017) needs to be included. (2) Using EPISODES to simulate sub-daily phenomena.
This aspect is mainly limited by the poor temporal coverage in terms climatic periods and their availability as datasets in space comparable to HYRAS. However, circumstances may cease in the short to medium term future as increasingly more and more sub-daily observations for steadily growing periods of time across Germany become available or in case modelling approaches applied to already existing data derive products useable by EPISODES. (3) Investigating and potentially enhancing EPISODES' skill on sub-climatological timescales down to decades. (4) Using season specific selection of predictors (see for instance Enke et al. 2005a, b; Wetterhall et al. 2007) , which might improve the skill.
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